The Application Placement Problem (APP, for short) arises in hosting platforms: clusters of servers that are used for hosting large, distributed applications such as Internet services. Hosting platforms imply a business relationship between an entity called the platform provider and a number of entities called the application providers. The latter pay the former for the resources on the hosting platform, in return for which, the former provides guarantees on resource availability for the applications. This implies that a hosting platform should host only applications for which it has sufficient resources. The objective of the APP is to maximize the number of applications that can be hosted on the platform while satisfying their resource requirements. The complexity of the APP is studied here, with the following results. The general APP is NP-hard; indeed, even restricted versions of the APP may not admit polynomial-time approximation schemes. However, several significant variants of the online version of the APP admit efficient approximation algorithms.
Advances in computing technologies and falling hardware prices have combined to make server clusters built using commodity hardware and software an increasingly attractive alternative to large multiprocessor servers for many applications. We study a mapping problem that arises in one such application, whose commercial significance is growing rapidly. We consider the use of a server cluster as a hosting platform (HP, for short) wherein the servers host large, distributed applications such as Internet services. HPs can be shared or dedicated. In dedicated mode [1, 15] , either all servers in the HP run a single application (such as a Web search engine), or each individual server is dedicated to a single application (such as dedicated Web hosting services where each node runs a single application). In contrast, in shared mode, [3, 17] , the HP's servers run a large number of different third-party applications (Web servers, streaming media servers, multi-player game servers, e-commerce applications, etc.), with the number of applications typically exceeding the number of servers. More specifically, in shared mode, each application runs on a subset of the HP's servers, and these subsets may overlap. Whereas dedicated HPs are used for many niche applications that warrant their additional cost, economic reasons of space, power, cooling and cost make shared hosting platforms an attractive choice for many application hosting environments.
Shared HPs imply a business relationship between the platform provider (the "owner" of the HP) and the application providers. The latter pay the former for the resources on the platform, in return for which, the former gives some kind of guarantees of resource availability for applications. The existence of guarantees implies that an HP should admit only applications for which it has sufficient resources. In the current paper, we take the number of applications that an HP able to host (or, admit) to be an indicator of the revenue that it generates from the hosted applications. The number of applications that an HP admits is related to the application placement algorithm-that decides where on the cluster the different components of an application get placed-that the HP employs. In this paper we study properties of the Application Placement Problem (APP, for short): the problem of maximizing the number of applications that can be hosted on the HP. We show that APP is NP-hard and, indeed, that even restricted versions of the APP may not admit polynomial-time approximation schemes. We design and analyze several approximation algorithms for the APP and present algorithms for its online version.
Roadmap. In Section 2, we develop a formal setting for the APP and discuss related work. Section 3 establishes the hardness of even approximately solving the APP. Section 4 develops polynomial-time approximation algorithms for various restriction versions of the APP. Section 5 begins to study the online version of the APP, wherein new applications arrive dynamically. Section 6 discusses directions for further work on this topic of increasing importance.
The Application Placement Problem

Notation and Definitions
We consider a hosting platform HP consisting of n servers (or, nodes), N 1 , N 2 , . . . , N n , each having a given (initial) capacity C i (of "available resources"). Unless otherwise noted, nodes are homogeneous, in the sense of having the same initial capacities. The APP allocates portions of each node's capacity to (one or more) applications.
Let A 1 , . . . , A m denote the applications to be placed on HP. For our purposes, an application can be viewed as a set of requirements, i.e., demands for node capacity, expressed in discrete uniform units called capsules. For instance, a typical online bookstore application may consist of three capsules-a Web server responsible for HTTP processing, a middle-tier Java application server that implements the application logic, and a back-end database that stores catalogs and user orders. A capsule is the smallest component of an application for the purposes of placement; i.e., all processes, data, etc., belonging to a capsule must be placed on the same node. Capsules provide a useful abstraction for logically partitioning an application into sub-applications and for controlling the allocation of these sub-applications onto nodes. For instance, if an application wants to ensure that certain components are allocated to the same node (e.g., because they communicate a lot), then it could bundle them as one capsule. Some applications-e.g., replicated Web servers-may want all capsules to be allocated to distinct nodes, say to improve resilience in the face of node failures: if a node hosting a capsule fails, there would still be capsules on other nodes. We refer to this as the capsule placement restriction. We study the computational complexity of APP both with and without the capsule placement restriction.
Although each capsule in an application would generally require guarantees on access to multiple resources, we consider here just a single resource, such as the CPU or the network bandwidth. We adopt a simple model wherein a capsule specifies its resource requirement as a fraction of the resource capacity of a node in cluster HP; we thus assume that the resource requirement of each capsule is less than the capacity of a node. A capsule C can be placed on a node N only if the sum of C's resource requirements and those of the capsules already placed on N does not exceed N 's resource capacity. We say that an application can be placed only if all of its capsules can be placed simultaneously. Easily, there may be more than one way in which an application can be placed on a cluster HP. We call the total number of applications that a placement algorithm could place on HP as the size of the placement. A node N i , none of whose resources have been reserved (so that it still has capacity C i ), is said to be empty.
We study two versions of APP, both requiring one to determine a maximumsize placement of a set of m applications, A 1 , . . . , A m on a cluster HP of n empty nodes. a offline-APP: Determine a placement in any way.
online-APP: Determine a placement, one A i at a time, while satisfying the following:
a Node N i is empty if none of its resources have been reserved (so that it still has capacity C i ).
1. The A i should be considered for placement in increasing order of their indices i.
2.
Once an A i has been placed, it cannot be moved as subsequent A j are being placed.
An easy reduction from BIN-PACKING [13] (see Section 7) shows that APP is NP-hard. Lemma 1 The Application Placement Problem APP is NP-hard.
Related Work
We presume familiarity with standard notions of computational complexity, referring the reader to a source such as [13] .
Two generalizations of the classical knapsack problem are relevant to our study of APP: the Multiple Knapsack Problem (MKP) and the Generalized Assignment Problem (GAP) [13] . In MKP, we are given a set of n items and m bins (knapsacks), with each item i having a profit p(i) and a size s(i), and each bin j having a capacity c(j). The goal is to find a subset of the items of maximum profit that has a feasible packing in the bins. MKP is a special case of GAP where the profit and the size of an item can vary based on the specific bin that it is assigned to. GAP is APX-hard (meaning that a PTAS [Polynomial-time approximation scheme] is unlikely), but it admits a 2-approximation algorithm [16] . This was the best result known for MKP until a PTAS was presented for it in [5] . It should be observed that the offline APP is a generalization of MKP where an item may have multiple components that need to be assigned to different bins (the profit associated with an item is 1). It is further shown in [5] that slight generalizations of MKP are APX-hard, leading one to suspect that APP may also be APX-hard (and, hence, may not have a PTAS). Another closely related problem is a "multidimensional" version of MKP wherein each item has requirements along multiple dimensions, all of which must be satisfied to successfully place it. Again, one seeks to maximize the total profit yielded by the items that can be placed. A heuristic for this problem is described in [12] ; however, only simulated evaluations appear, with no analytical performance guarantees.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to formulate and study the version of APP that arises in hosting platforms.
The Hardness of Approximating APP
This section is devoted to exploring the complexity of APP. We show that even a restricted version of APP may not admit a PTAS. The capsule placement restriction is assumed to hold throughout this section.
The main technical tool here is the gap-preserving reduction. We paraphrase from [8] . Gap-preserving reduction: Let Π and Π ′ be two maximization problems. b A gap-preserving reduction from Π to Π ′ with parameters (c, ρ) and (c ′ , ρ ′ ) is a polyb We choose maximization problems only for definiteness.
time algorithm f with the following property. For each instance I of Π, algorithm f produces an instance I ′ = f (I) of Π ′ . The maxima of I and I ′ , say M AX(I) and M AX(I ′ ), respectively, satisfy the following property:
Here c and ρ (resp., c ′ and ρ ′ ) are functions of |I|, the size of instance I (resp., of |I ′ |, the size of instance I ′ ). Also, ρ(I), ρ ′ (I ′ ) ≥ 1. Gap-preserving reductions can be used to demonstrate the hardness of approximating optimization problems, as follows. Say that we wish to establish the (likely) poly-time inapproximability of problem Π ′ . Say that we have a polynomial-time reduction τ from SAT to Π that ensures, for every boolean formula φ:
Then composing this reduction with a gap-preserving reduction f from Π to Π ′ gives a reduction f • τ from SAT to Π ′ that ensures:
In other words, f • τ shows that achieving an approximation ratio ρ ′ for Π ′ is NP-hard.
We now give a gap-preserving reduction from the Multidimensional 0-1 Knapsack Problem [2] (also known as the Packing Integer Problem [4] ) to a restricted version of APP.
Given: the fixed positive integer k, the dimension of the problem Maximize:
Where: n is a positive integer; each c i , x i ∈ {0, 1}; max i c i = 1; the a ij and b i are non-negative real numbers.
To see MDK as a knapsack problem, think of (b 1 , . . . , b k ) as a capacity vector: along each dimension d, the knapsack has capacity b d . Think of n items I 1 , . . . , I n , with each I j having the requirement vector (a j1 , . . . , a jk ). MKDP thus maximizes the number of k-dimensional items that can be packed in the k-dimensional knapsack such that along each dimension, the sum of the requirements of the packed items does not exceed the capacity of the knapsack.
For fixed k there is a PTAS for MDK [10] . For large k, the randomized rounding technique of [14] Theorem 1 Given any fixed ǫ > 0, it is NP-hard to approximate to within the factor (1 + ǫ) offline-APP with the restrictions: 1. each capsule has a positive requirement; 2. there is a fixed constant M such that:
Proof. Deferring an explanation of the two restrictions, we describe a gappreserving reduction from k-MDK to offline-APP.
The reduction. Consider an instance of k-MDK with capacity vector (b 1 , . . . , b k ) and with n items, I 1 , . . . , I n , each I j having requirement vector (a j1 , . . . , a jk ). We create an instance of offline-APP as follows. The cluster has k nodes N 1 , . . . , N k . There are n applications A 1 , . . . , A n , each having k capsules. A i 's capsules are denoted c (a is ) denote the smallest requirement along dimension s of the items in the input to k-MDK. We then specify the scaling factor for stage s to be:
(Recall that (∀s)r s min > 0.) Now we are ready to do the assignments for stage s. Node N s is assigned capacity C(N s ) = b i × SF s , and capsule c s i is assigned requirement r s i = a is × SF s . This completes our mapping. A simple example will illustrate how the mapping works. Consider the instance of input T to MDK shown in the left of Fig. 1 , wherein k = 3, n = 4. We create three nodes, N 1 , N 2 , N 3 , and four applications, A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , A 4 , each with 3 capsules. Consider how the three stages in our mapping proceed. Stage 1. We assign N 1 capacity 10 and unit requirements to the first capsules of all applications. Stage 2. The scaling factor SF 2 is 11, so we assign N 2 capacity 110 and requirements 11 to the second capsules of all applications. Stage 3. The scaling factor SF 3 is ⌊110/s⌋ + 1 = 56, so we assign N 3 capacity 560. The third capsules of the applications are assigned respective requirements 280, 112, 280, 392.
Correctness of the reduction. We show that the described mapping is a reduction.
(⇒) Consider an instance of k-MDK with n items, I 1 , . . . , I n . Say that there is a packing P of size m ≤ n, involving (with no loss of generality) items I 1 , . . . , I m . We thus have:
Consider the following placement of applications A 1 , . . . , A n on nodes N 1 , . . . , N k . If item I i appears in packing P , then place A i as follows: for j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, place capsule c j i on N j . We claim that we can place all m applications corresponding to the m items in P . To wit, each node N i , for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, has capacity (SF i × (the capacity along dimension i of the k-dimensional knapsack)), with SF i ≥ 1. The requirements assigned to the ith capsules of all applications are (SF i × (the sizes along the ith dimension of the items)). Multiplying both sides of (4) by SF i , we get
The term on the right in this inequality is N i 's capacity, while. the term on the left is the sum of the requirements of the ith capsules of the applications corresponding to the m items in P . Thus, N i can accommodate all of these applications, so there is a placement of size m.
(⇐) Consider an instance of APP with n applications, A 1 , . . . , A n . Say that there is a placement L of size m ≤ n, involving (with no loss of generality) A 1 , . . . , A m . For s ∈ {1, . . . , k}, let Cap s denote the set of sth capsules of the placed applications.
We make two key observations. 1. An application can be successfully placed, only if its ith capsule is placed on node N i . The inductive verification relies on the fact that the scaling factor (3) renders the requirements of all sth capsules, for s > 1, larger than the capacities of nodes N 1 , . . . , N s−1 . To see this, consider the kth capsules first. The only node with sufficient capacity for these is N k . Since no two capsules of an application may be placed on the same node, this implies that the (k − 1)th capsules may be placed only on N k−1 . Proceeding inductively verifies the claim. 2. the fact that the m capsules in Cap s could be placed on N s implies that the m items I 1 , . . . , I m can be packed in the knapsack in the s th dimension. This is immediate from the fact that, for all s ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the capacity of N s and the requirements of all sth capsules are scaled by the same factor.
Combining these two observations, we find that a packing of size m must exist. Time-and space-complexity. This reduction works in time polynomial in the size of the input. To wit, it proceeds in k stages, each involving computing a scaling factor (which requires a division) and multiplying n + 1 numbers (the capacity of the knapsack and the requirements of the n items along the relevant dimension).
Consider the size of the input to offline-APP produced by our reduction. Due to the mandated scaling of capacities and requirements, the magnitudes of the inputs for node N j and all jth capsules (j ∈ {1, . . . , k}) increase by a factor of O(M j ). This implies that the input size (using binary representations) increases by a factor of O(M j/2 ). Overall, the input size thus increases by a factor of O(M k ). For the mapping to be a reduction, we need this to be a constant. This explains our two restrictions on offline-APP: (1) k and M must be constants; (2) all capsule requirements must be positive.
Gap-preservation. Our reduction is gap-preserving because the size of the optimal solution to offline-APP is exactly equal to the size of the optimal solution to MDK. Formally, using the terminology in our definition of gap-preserving reduction, we can set c = c
Putting these values in (1,2), we find that the following conditions hold:
This proves that the reduction is gap-preserving, completing the proof that offline-APP, restricted as described in the theorem does not admit a PTAS unless P = N P . 
Algorithms for Offline-APP
This section is devoted to approximation algorithms for several variants of offline-APP. Except in Section 4.2.2, we focus on clusters that are homogeneous, in the sense specified earlier.
Placement without the Capsule Placement Restriction
We present 2-approximate algorithms for two variants of offline-APP without the capsule placement restriction: (1) when any capsule may be placed on any node; (2) when each application's capsules must be placed on the same node.
A first-fit based approximation algorithm
We consider the most general form of APP, in which a capsule may be placed on any node that has enough capacity. We show that a placement algorithm based on first-fit gives an approximation ratio that approaches 2 as the size of the cluster grows. The approximation algorithm FF MULTIPLE RES. Let us be given n unitcapacity nodes, N 1 , . . . , N n , and m applications, A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A m , having respective
The algorithm considers the applications in increasing order of their indices (which means nondecreasing order of their requirements). It places an application using the "first-fit" criterion, i.e., on the "first" set of nodes where it can be accommodated, i.e., the smallest-index nodes that have sufficient resources for all its capsules. The algorithm terminates once it has either placed all applications or found an application that cannot be placed. Lemma 2 FF MULTIPLE RES has an approximation ratio that approaches 2 as the number of nodes in the cluster grows.
Proof. Consider an instance of APP in which the optimal algorithm can place all m applications on n nodes. If FF MULTIPLE RES matches this placement, then we are done.
Otherwise, FF MULTIPLE RES can completely place only k F F < m applications (i.e., with all capsules placed). Since all capsules have requirements less than the capacity of a node, this implies that there is no empty node after the placement. The placement regimen used by FF MULTIPLE RES implies that the completely placed applications are A 1 , . . . , A kF F , and that some (but not all) capsules of A kF F +1 may have been placed. Importantly, in this case: at most one node can be more than half empty. To wit, if two nodes, N i and N j (with i < j), were both more than half empty, then, by our assumptions about node-capacities, FF MULTIPLE RES would have placed all capsules from N j into N i . We thus have
where R ′ kF F +1 ≥ 0 is the sum of the requirements of the capsules of application A kF F +1 that could be placed on the cluster. Since an optimal algorithm can do no better than use up all node-capacity, we have R 1 + · · · + R m ≤ n. Our assumption about the ordering of the R i implies that |{A 1 , . . . , A kF F }| ≥ |{A kF F +1 , . . . , A m }|, so that FF MULTIPLE RES places at least one less than half as many applications as an optimal algorithm. Hence, the performance ratio of FF MULTIPLE RES tends to 2 as the number of nodes grows. 
On placing applications whose capsules must be colocated
We now provide a polynomial-time algorithm for a restriction of offline-APP, whose placements are within a factor 2 of optimal. The restriction requires that all of an application's capsules be placed on the same node. This is equivalent to packaging each application's capsules into a single one which assumes all of the application's requirements. Motivation. Highly parallel scientific applications that require a significant amount of interprocess communication may insist on single-node placements. The overheads for communication may render dispersed placements prohibitively expensive.
c The requirement of an application is the sum of the requirements of its capsules. d We thus assume that applications are indexed in nondecreasing order of their requirements. The approximation algorithm FF SINGLE. Let us be given n unit-capacity nodes N 1 , . . . , N n and m single-capsule applications C 1 , . . . , C m with respective requirements R 1 ≤ · · · ≤ R m . The algorithm considers the applications in the indicated order, placing each application using the "first-fit" criterion. The algorithm terminates once it has either placed all applications or found an application that cannot be placed.
The following result, which is left to the reader, yields to a proof similar to that of Lemma 2. Lemma 3 FF SINGLE has an approximation ratio of 2.
Placement with the Capsule Placement Restriction
We now consider APP with the capsule placement restriction. We first study a special case-"identical" applications-and then consider the general case. Motivation. A replicated Web server might impose the capsule placement restriction, since the dispersal of capsules over multiple nodes would enhance tolerance to node failures.
On placing "identical" applications
Two applications are "identical" if their sets of capsules are identical. We now present and anayze a "striping"-based placement algorithm.
Striping-based placement. Let there be n nodes, e N 0 , . . . , N n−1 , and m applications, A 0 , . . . , A m−1 , each having k "identical" capsules, with respective requirements r 0 ≤ r 1 ≤ · · · ≤ r k−1 . The algorithm partitions the nodes into (t + 1) sets, S 1 , . . . , S t ,, where t = ⌊n/k⌋ ≥ 1. All sets contain k ≤ n nodes with sequential indices. The algorithm considers the S i in turn and "stripes" as many unplaced applications on them as it can; i.e., each application is placed on nodes of the form N i , N i+1 , . . . , N i+k−1 mod n . The set of nodes receiving capsules at any moment is the current set of nodes. Fig. 2 illustrates three nodes and a number of identical 3-capsule applications. When the current set of k nodes gets exhausted and there are more applications to place, the algorithm takes the next set of k nodes and e It is useful to use 0-based indexing here. A standard "striping'-oriented" analysis yields the following. Lemma 4 The striping-based placement algorithm yields an approximation ratio of t + 1 t for identical applications, where t = ⌊n/k⌋.
On placing arbitrary applications
We have thus far considered restrictions of offline-APP and that yield to heurisitics with approximation ratios of 2 or better. We now find out that the general offline-APP is much harder to compute approximately optimally (within the current state of knowledge). For the first time, we consider clusters with heterogeneous nodes.
Our first heuristic for offline-APP yields an approximation ratio k, the maximum number of capsules in any application. The Max-First heuristic. This heuristic gives each application a weight which is the requirement of its largest capsule. The heuristic considers applications in nondecreasing order of weight and uses a bipartite graph G to model the placement problem. G has one vertex for each capsule in the application and one for each node in the cluster. There is an edge connecting a capsule and a node precisely when the node is feasible for the capsule, i.e., has sufficient capacity to host it; cf. Fig. 3 . We show now that an application can be placed on the cluster if, and only if, G admits a matching whose size equals the number of capsules in the application. This suggests using the Maximum Matching Problem on G [7] to derive a placement. If the maximum matching has size equal to the number of capsules in the application, then we place each capsule on the nodes that the matching connects it to. Otherwise, we terminate and say that the application cannot be placed. Lemma 5 An application with k capsules can be placed on a cluster if, and only if, there is a matching of size k in the bipartite graph G modeling its placement on the cluster.
Proof. (⇒) A matching of size k in G specifies a one-to-one correspondence between capsules and nodes. Since edges connote feasibility, this correspondence is a valid placement.
(⇐) If G admits no matching of size k, then any placement of capsules on nodes must end up with distinct capsules sharing the same node. This means that the application cannot be placed without violating the capsule placement restriction. 2 Lemma 6 The Max-First placement heuristic has an approximation ratio k, where k is the maximum number of capsules in an application.
Proof. Let us be given n nodes, N 1 , . . . , N n , and a set A of m applications. Denote by H the set of applications that Max-First places, and by O the set of applications placed by any optimal placement algorithm. Clearly, |H| ≤ |O| ≤ m. Let I = H ∩ O comprise the applications that both H and O place, and let R be the set of applications that neither places.
We estimate the sizes of the sets (H \ I) and (O \ I), which comprise the applications that only one algorithm places. , . . . , N O\I n must be from the set {B y+1 , . . . , B |A\I| }. We observe that for each application in the set {B y+1 , . . . , B |A\I| , the requirement of the largest capsule is ≥ l(B y ). We then infer that Max-First will exhibit its worst approximation ratio when all applications in (H \ I) have k capsules, each with requirement l(B y ), and all applications in (O \ I) have (k − 1) capsules with requirement 0 and one capsule with requirement l(B y ). Since the total capacities remaining on node N are equal, this implies that, in the worst case, O \I would contain k times as many applications as H \I. We can finally establishprove an approximation ratio of k for Max-First:
Algorithms for Online-APP
In this section, we develop algorithms for online-APP that always find a placement for an application if one exists. Such algorithms place applications that arrive one by one. They place a newly arrived application only if they can do so without moving any already placed capsule. We assume a heterogeneous cluster throughout this section.
Online Placement Algorithms
We use a bipartite feasibility graph G A to model the situation an online placement algorithm faces when a new application, A, arrives. G A has one vertex for each of A's capsules and one for each node in the cluster. An edge connects a capsule C with a node N just when N is feasible for C, i.e., has sufficient resources to host C; cf. Fig. 3 . As described in Section 4.2.2, a maximum matching on G A can be used to find a placement for A if one exists.
Let A denote any online placement algorithms that operate greedily, in the following sense. A processes the capsules of a new application A in nondecreasing order of their degrees in the feasibility graph G A . A places a capsule C on one of its feasible nodes, say N , terminating if no such node exists. After successfully placing C, A removes from G A all edges connecting N to any as-yet unplaced capsules. A repeats this process until it either completes placing A or it terminates for inability to place a capsule. We now consider two specific greedy online placement algorithms. The best-fit placement algorithm BF . This greedy algorithm places a capsule on a random feasible node whose remaining capacity is minimum. The worst-fit placement algorithm W F . This greedy algorithm places a capsule on a random feasible node whose remaining capacity is maximum.
We now study the approximation ratios of BF and W F , R BF and R W F , respectively.
Lemma 7 BF can perform arbitrarily worse than W F , so R BF admits no upper bound.
Proof. Let there be m applications and n < m unit-capacity nodes. Say that the first n applications to arrive have one capsule each, with requirement 1/n. BF will place these applications on the first node. Say that the next m − n applications to arrive have n capsules each, each having non-zero requirement. Since the first node has no capacity left, BF will not be able to place any of these. In contrast, W F would have placed each of the first n single-capsule applications on a separate node, so that every node would have residual capacity (1 − 1/n) available for the n-capsule applications. On this input sequence, then,
where P (A) is the number of applications that algorithm A places. Since W F can never outperform an optimal algorithm, and since we can make the requirements for the last m − n applications arbitrarily small, inequality (5) implies that
hence cannot be bounded from above. 2 Lemma 8 R W F ≥ (2 − 1/n) for an n-node cluster.
Proof. Consider a cluster with n unit-capacity nodes. Say that the first n applications to arrive have one capsule each, with a tiny requirement ǫ. W F places each of these applications on a separate node, leaving each node with residual capacity (1 − ǫ). Next, n applications arrive, each having one capsule with requirement 1. Since no node is empty, none of these applications can be placed. In contrast, BF would place the first n applications on the first node. It could then place (n − 1) of the subsequent applications on the (n − 1) empty nodes, failing to place only the last application. On this input sequence, therefore,
Since BF can never outperform an optimal algorithm, we have
as n grows without bound. 2
Online Placement with Variable Node-Preferences
In some scenarios, especially involving heterogeneous clusters, certain capsules may "prefer" one feasible node over another. We now study online-APP wherein such preferences are honored. We model such scenarios by enhancing the feasibility graph's edges with positive weights; cf. Fig. 4 wherein lower weights mean higher preference. The online placement problem in such scenarios is to find a maximum matching of minimum weight in this weighted graph. This placement problem reduces to the Minimum-Weight Perfect Matching Problem.
Minimum-Weight Perfect Matching (MWPM).
A perfect matching in a graph G is a subset of edges that "touch" each vertex exactly once. Given a real weight c e for each edge e, the MWPM requires one to find a perfect matching M whose weight, e∈M c e , is minimum.
The reduction works as follows. By normalization, we may assume that each weight ω in the feasibility graph G lies in the range 0 ≤ ω ≤ 1 and that the weights sum to 1. Let there be m capsules and n ≥ m nodes. Create an augmented graph G by adding n − m new, dummy capsules and unit-weight edges connecting each with all nodes. Fig. 4 exemplifies this reduction . The lefthand graph G shows the normalized preferences of the capsules C1, C2, C3 for their feasible nodes. The righthand graph G adds a new capsule, C4, to equalize the numbers of capsules and nodes, and adds unit-weight edges between C4 and all nodes. (Since the weights of the original edges do not change, they are not shown in G.) Lemma 9 A matching of size m and cost c exists in the feasibility graph G of an application with m capsules and a cluster with n ≥ m nodes if, and only if, a perfect matching of cost (c + n − m) exists in the augmented graph G.
Proof. (⇒) Given a matching M of size m and cost c in G, we construct a perfect matching M in G as follows. M contains all edges in M , in addition to edges that "touch" each dummy capsule. To choose these latter edges, we consider dummy capsules one by one (in any order), and, for each, we add to M an edge connecting it to any as-yet "untouched" node. Since G admits a matching of size m, and since each dummy capsule connects to all n nodes, G is certain to have a size-n (hence, perfect) matching. Further, since each edge that "touches" a dummy capsule has unit weight, and there are (n − m) such edges, the cost of M is c + (n − m).
(⇐) Let G admit a perfect matching M of cost c + n − m. Consider the set M comprising all m edges in M that do not "touch" a dummy capsule. Since M is a matching in G, M is a matching in G. Moreover, the cost of M is just n − m less than the cost of M , namely, c.
2 Thus, the reduction preceding Lemma 9 yields the desired placement algorithm. We construct the feasibility graph G A for each arriving application A and augment it to G A . If G A contains a perfect matching, then we remove the edges that "touch" dummy capsules and obtain the desired placement. If G A does not contain a perfect matching, then we know that A cannot be placed. One finds in [9, 6] poly-time algorithms for MWPM.
Conclusions
Summary of Results
We have considered the offline and online versions of APP, the problem of placing distributed applications on a cluster of servers. This problem was found to be NP-hard. We used a gap-preserving reduction from the Multidimensional Knapsack Problem to show that even a restricted version of offline-APP may not have a PTAS. A heuristic that considered applications in nondecreasing order of their "largest component" was found to provide an approximation ratio of k, the maximum number of capsules in any application. We also considered restricted versions of offline-APP in a homogeneous cluster, finding that heuristics based on "first-fit" or "striping" could provide approximation ratios of 2 or better.
For the online version of APP, we provided algorithms based on solving matching problems on bipartite graphs that model the placement of a new application on a heterogeneous cluster. These algorithms guarantee to find a placement for each arriving application, if one exists. When one allows the capsules of an application to have variable preference for the nodes of a cluster, we found that a minimum weight perfect matching algorithm will allow one to find the "most preferred" of all possible placements for such an application.
Ongoing and Future Work
Excluding results for some special cases, we currently have algorithms with approximation ratios of k and 2 for APP with and without the capsule placement restriction (k is the number of capsules in an application). We now describe ongoing work on devising an improved approximation algorithm for APP and some directions for future work.
6.2.1. LP-Relaxation based placement APP can be formulated as an integer linear program (ILP). We can, therefore, construct an approximation algorithm for APP that relaxes the ILP to a linear program. We are currently working on determining if this algorithm can provide a better approximation that our current algorithms.
We now describe our LP-relaxation based placement algorithm. Say that we have n nodes and m applications. By possibly adding dummy capsules with requirement 0, each application can be thought of as having n capsules. Denote by r ij the requirement of capsule j of application i, and by C k the capacity of node k. We construct the variable x ijk with the following meaning:
1 if capsule j of application i is placed on node k 0 otherwise Additionally, define:
x ijk and x i = n j=1
x ij
The placement problem can be recast as the following Integer Linear Program:
The first step of the LP-relaxation based placement consists of solving the Linear Program obtained by removing the restriction, x ijk ∈ {0, 1} and instead allowing each x ijk to take real values in the range 0 ≤ x ijk ≤ 1. Denote the value assigned to x ijk in this step by x ′ ijk . This is followed by a step in which x ijk are converted back to integers using the following rounding:
Finally, the capacities of some nodes may have been exceeded due to the preceding rounding. We remove capsules placed such nodes, in nonincreasing order of requirements, until the remaining capsules fit on the node. Observe that removing a capsule of an application implies also removing all of its other capsules.
Future directions
We have focused on applications that have requirements for a single resource. Realistic applications exercise multiple resources (such as CPU, memory, disk, network bandwidth) on a server, hence, may want guarantees for more than one resource. Our approach for online placement can be extended to this scenario in a straightforward manner. Recall that in online-APP we were satisfied with finding a placement for a new application if one existed. We can ensure this even when applications have requirements for multiple resources. A node is now said to be feasible for a capsule if, and only if, it has enough resources of each type to be able to meet the capsule's requirement. A maximum matching on the resulting bipartite graph would yield a placement for a new application if one exists. For offline-APP, however, our goal was to maximize the number of applications that we could place on the cluster. Solving the offline problem when multiple resources are involved would be interesting future work.
